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 Our big data project
 Collaborative power & impact
 Looking ahead
 Other projects 
 Discussion 
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BACKGROUND
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“A  statistical or mathematical method for 
counting the number of academic publications, 
citations and authorship. It is frequently used to 
measure academic output. Data usually comes 
from an international database e.g. Thomson 
Reuters Web of Science or Elsevier‐Scopus.” 
(European Commission on Research and 
Innovation)
BIBLIOMETRICS?




















Working Group on Bibliometrics
White Paper Sub-Committee
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EXAMPLE PROJECTS
 White Paper on Bibliometrics
 Discipline-level bibliometric analysis (BIG DATA!)
 Collaborative research partnerships
 Validating university rankings data
 Evidence for competitive applications
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RECOMMENDED PRACTICES FOR USERS 
OF BIBLIOMETRIC DATA
Analyze research 
outputs in the 
same way as 
conducting good 
research
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OUR BIG DATA PROJECT
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THE PROJECT
 Research area
 Strategic highlights 
 Research funding 
 Research productivity
(University of Waterloo Working Group on 
Bibliometrics, 2016)








































100 or more 
citations
H-index
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INTERNAL ANALYSIS
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DATA SOURCE
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OUR RAW DATA…EEK!
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COLLABORATIVE DATA STAGES


















































• Isolating defined data points 
• Author names 
• Publication worksheets
• Updating needed data points
• Calculating various data points
• Cleaning up all data & 
generating final datasets
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COLLABORATIVE POWER
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Python script isolates 
relevant author names
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ISOLATING DEFINED DATA POINTS
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COLLABORATIVE SOLUTION #2
Challenge Automated solution
Bulk editing data 
points in several 
datasets
~25,000 pubs
Updating ‘old’ data & 
adding ‘new’ data
Library gives IAP:
- Current metrics for ‘old’ pub data 
- Python output of ‘new’ pub data
IAP then runs an ETL process to:
- Update ‘old’ metrics and add ‘new’ metrics
- Data integrity checks 
- Produce pub reports by year
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COLLABORATIVE SOLUTION #3










SQL server database 
calculates ~200 data 
points for all research 
areas
~50 hours
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AUTOMATED REPORTS
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COLLABORATIVE IMPACT
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COLLABORATIVE IMPACT
• Automation saved ~200 








• High quality, robust data
• Less prone to error
Methodology
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VALUE OF DOCUMENTATION
 Significant spot checking
 Data integrity analysis
 Process documentation
 Searching methodology 
 Technical processes
 ~30 data dictionaries
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COMMON 
UNDERSTANDING
 ~30 data dictionaries
 Reliable 
 Replicable



















Primary Data Owner 
Primary Data Owner Contact 
Secondary Data Owner 
Reported In
Notes
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LOOKING AHEAD
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NEXT STEPS
Continued collaboration
Ongoing tweaking of Python script
Web of Science & InCites APIs
Online database to enhance vetting experience
Bibliometric data warehouse
Application to other discipline-level analyses
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BARRIERS
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LEVERAGING COLLABORATIONS FOR OTHER 
PROJECTS
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VALIDATING UNIVERSITY RANKINGS DATA









 How does subject-level data align with Departments 
and/or Faculties?






 Can Waterloo data be replicated?
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